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CLASSICAL BALLET 
& 

COMPUTING



In world image iLRN campus (Virabela)

[ARRA]stre



[arra]stre | algorithm

Binary tree structure | virtual dancer

Kinect, JSON data, javascript

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHECz17pexg&t=213


CLASSICAL BALLET

Ballet as programming language

The use of ballet as a narrative 
medium for computing concepts 

and theory



RESEARCH



FORM

https://forms.office.com/r/5TCsBenffJ
https://forms.office.com/r/5TCsBenffJ










Data ethics?

Data ethics as a new branch of ethics that studies and evaluates moral problems related 

to data (including generation, recording, curation, processing, dissemination, sharing and 

use), algorithms (including artificial intelligence, artificial agents, machine learning and 

robots) and corresponding practices (including responsible innovation, programming, 

hacking and professional codes), in order to formulate and support morally good solutions 

(e.g. right conducts or right values).

Floridi, L. and Taddeo, M. (2016). What is data ethics?. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A: Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences, 374(2083), p.20160360.



Data ethics? 
What does it have to do with the computing classroom? 

The 3 guiding principles of Data Ethics Framework

Transparency

Accountability

Fairness

GOV.uk Data Ethics Framework (2020)

Computing Classrooms

Data protection
Data sharing

Privacy
Copyright / IP

Ethics
Law & Society

Accessibility
Digital Deficit

Environmental





Neuro ethics?

Neuroethics: The ethical issues raised by our increased and constantly improving 

understanding of the brain. (Salles, Evers, & Farisco, (2019)

To interrogate #EEG data requires an understanding of data transmission and 

signal processing which is fundamental to both brainwave data, a core 

component of computing examined courses.

Nita A. Farahany, The Costs of Changing Our Minds, 69 Emory L. J. 75 (2019). Available at: https://scholarlycommons.law.emory.edu/elj/vol69/iss1/2



Professor Nita A. Farahany ‘Cognitive Liberty’ 2014

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Gx1aM5o3ME


Body as a data artefact



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1-5uBeAckI




DANCE      MOCAP

》 Ordinary RGB video (e.g. webcam)

》 3D pose estimation (MocapNet2)

》 Animated limb rotations

Qammaz, A., & Argyros, A. A. (2019, September). MocapNET: Ensemble of SNN Encoders for 3D Human Pose Estimation in RGB Images. In BMVC (p. 46).



3D MODELLING

》 Blender and MakeHuman

》 CMU+Face compatible skeleton rig

》 (Optional) export with animation for use 
in other tools (such as the dancer 
behind you in the centre of this room)





EEG Data via EMOTIV Insight

Brain as a data artefact

Data sonification





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NF-lEx4RKPY






1. What do educators need to 
understand about data ethics to aid in 
our / their teaching practice?

2. Could you explore ballet and 
biometrics in your own teaching / 
work? If so, how?


